MATTEO BERTAMINI
Map-marker-alt Madrid (Spain) or Remote
Phone +39 0464 076 072
Envelope matteo@bertamini.net

WHO AM I?
👋🏽 I’m an Italian fullstack developer currently based in Madrid. I’ve grown up with
the mindset of a developer as an artisan who loves and cares its product the most:
thanks to that I fit and give my best in multi disciplinary - agile teams, where sharing
knowledge and longlife learning is key.
I’m fond of sturdy, future-evolution-proof business rules (DDD) and I usually touch (almost) every aspect of the software development, from back to front: call me fullstack.
Spare time? Partial-time student in Environmental Science, I cook well, I’m Italian
coffee nazi ☕ (I have a coffee sommelier certificate, beware!) and I compete in a
LGBTQI* swimming team in my spare time.

HIGHLIGHTS
◦ I’ve grown up in agile, multi-disciplilinary teams with tight collaboration among the
members for a genuine product ownership;
◦ JS, Typescript, FlowJS and Next.JS are my tools on frontend;
◦ PHP8 with Symfony and Kotlin are my companions on backend;
◦ Fond of clear business-focused code: adoption of Domain Driven Design and
Hexagonal architectures;

WORK EXPERIENCES
2017 Present
Telefónica(Tuenti) Madrid, Spain
Fullstack Developer
I’m part of a multidisciplinary team that aims to fully digitalize the customer care experience, from solving technical issues remotely to support their visit in physical shops.
Our work is visible on Vivo Brasil, Movistar (worldwide), O2 (worldwide) and Tuenti’s
apps.
◦ Frontend: Typescript, React, Next.JS, Jest (and more!);
◦ Backend: Kotlin and Node, PHP8 and Java8 on legacy Kubernetes for our 52
environments;
◦ We work in CI/CD, depending on the environment/product;
◦ Clean architectures;
◦ DDD: evangelizing the adoption;
◦ Development of google Maps interfaces.

2016 2017
Belka Trento-Madrid, Italy-Spain
Fullstack Developer
Evolution of a legacy HW-SW platform to plan, analyse and monitoring energy and
environmental data to cut energy-related costs in big and industrial buildings.
◦ Legacy: evolution of an undocumented old back-frontend towards a long lasting, future-proof solution: Adoption of DDD, Progressive transition to Reactive
architecture;
◦ BDD and Acceptance testing in order to cover old a new requisites;
◦ Evolution in scrum cycles with a tight collaboration with the stakeholders;
◦ Backend: PHP7, Symfony framework;
◦ Frontend: React.
2014 2015
Tembo Turin, Italy
Fullstack Developer
Evolution and maintenance of Tembo White, an independent e-commerce platform
based on Prestashop.
◦ Prestashop;
◦ React JS for frontend embedded widgets in products’ pages;
◦ Continuous deployment.

LANGUAGES
Italian
Mothertongue

English
Fluent writing and speaking

Spanish
Fluent writing and speaking

European Portuguese
Good writing and speaking

EDUCATION
2022
UNED - National University of Distance Education (Spain)
Current student in Environmental Science
2014
University Of Trento (Italy)
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

